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Social media has taken over the world. 

With over 2.6 billion monthly active users as
of the first quarter of 2020, Facebook is the
biggest social network worldwide. In the third
quarter of 2012, the number of active
Facebook users surpassed one billion, making
it the first social network ever to do so.
During the last reported quarter, the
company stated that almost 3 billion people
were using at least one of the company's core
products (Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, or
Messenger) each month.

Every business knows that it’s important to
have a strong social media presence, with lots
of interaction with (hopefully) lots of
followers.

Yet, the cash value of social media isn’t always
clear. Some businesses struggle to accept
social media as a valid marketing channel that
can deliver a return on the time and money
invested in it. But that is a mistake –
businesses just need to be prepared to work
on social media channels and measure the
results.

Introducing 
Social Media ROI
(Return on Investment)

In this guide, we will show you how to track
and calculate the value of social media goals.
That way you can make sure that you are
getting more out of your social media
strategy than you are put in.

At first glance, there does not appear to be
any costs involved in social media. Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and the rest are all free to
use and it isn’t particularly time-consuming to
put together a few tweets or Facebook posts
every now and then.
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The Process

In this guide, we’ll cover the process of
calculating ROI (return on investment) in 3
stages:

When you have a clear picture of what your
overall strategy will cost you, you can then
begin to assign value to the goals you want to
achieve. Having a clear value assigned to each
of your social media goals can help you refine
your profiles. Using this information to focus
on the most effective elements of your
strategy can ultimately lead to more
engagements and more sales.

But if you’re serious about getting the
maximum value from your social media,
thehours spent drafting and perfecting posts
will quickly add up. On top of that, you may
find as your strategy grows you need to
invest in some paid social media services, like
scheduling or tracking software, as well as
digital advertising on these social platforms.

Determining the Right Platforms

Polishing Your Platforms

Tracking the Right Metrics

Calculating ROI

Report Your Results

Improving Your Strategy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



First, take some time to think about which
social media platforms will work best for your
business and what steps you need to take to
effectively measure the impact of each
platform.

Consider where your target audience spends
their time. Are they interested in Facebook
and Pinterest, or more likely to focus their
attention on LinkedIn and Twitter?

At the beginning, it may be wise to test the
waters with a number of different platforms.
However, as your strategy progresses, it’s
important to focus on the platforms that are
most effective for you, rather than using up
resources trying to cover every platform
equally.

Typically, if you’re a B2C business, Facebook
and Instagram are where you will focus most
of your time. If you’re B2B, Twitter and
LinkedIn are probably more ideal for your
business.
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Determining the Right Platforms1

You’ll need to get to grips with analytics to
assess the merits of each platform. Yet, it is
time-consuming and complicated to work
with the analytics tools of each native social
media platform. They use different metrics
which can make it difficult to make
comparisons between them.

The solution is an integrated all-in-one
dashboard – like Zym.ai – that brings
analytics from all platforms into one central
area in a format that makes it easy to
compare and contrast the performance of
each social media channel. CHECK IT OUT
HERE LINK.



When you have decided which platforms will
be the focus of your strategy, it only makes
sense to do everything you can to enhance
your profile.

It sounds obvious, but you’d be surprised how
often businesses fail to consider the basics of
their online image when working on a social
media strategy. You want to take every step
you can to make your profile look as
professional and interesting as possible.

Don’t forget that you’re competing for the
attention of a social media user against
Millions (if not billions) of other profiles. Even
if you are confident that your profiles are
flawless, a review of them all may expose
mistakes that have been overlooked.

Go through your profiles with a fine-tooth
comb. Make sure that any contact
information is correct and up-to-date, and
that any and all pictures are bright,engaging
and the correct size (bearing in mind your
brand and tone of voice - consistency is key!)

Double-check and triple-check for any
spelling mistakes and look into any posts
fromthe past that might be better off being
removed. Also, ensure you consistently post
authentic content across your social channels.
Use the feedback from likes, shares and
comments to figure out what kinds of
content get the best response.
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Polishing Your Platforms2

The more you are able to engage with your
followers, the more likely they are to share
your content, which will, in turn, lead to more
engagements and sales.



When you look at all of your social media
platforms, you will soon find that there are so
many metrics that provide information about
your profile. 

Think about it. There’s the number of
followers, the likes, shares, retweets,
comments, all your audience analytics and
insights, and so much more. 

Then there’s the number of people who visit
your website from social media, or who send
you a private message, or those that
download some content advertised on your
social media channels.

Website Views – It’s useful to know how
many people visit your website from social
media and how long they spend looking at
your site. If they spend very little time onyour
website, that may mean it’s time for a new
site, or to remove unhelpful links.

Reach - Reach is an important metric for all
your business objectives. It’s a measurement
of how widespread your content is, for
example, the total number ofpeople who
have seen your Facebook post as they are
scrolling. It lets you know ifyour influence is
growing, or if you need to try a new
approach.

Social Media Followers – Try to develop
specific plans to increase your social media
following and to boost interaction from
existing followers.

Tracking the right social media metrics and
using the stats to inform the direction of your
strategy can be a big challenge. Consider
which will provide the best information for
your business objectives and think about
realistic targets to aim for.
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Tracking the Right Metrics3

Here are some of the metrics you can track,
according to your objectives:

Objective: Building Your Reputation



Links from Social Media – A sure sign that
your reputation is improving is thatpeople
post links to your site on their own social
media pages.

Engagement – Engagements are any action
that people take after having seen your
content. This includes things like comments,
likes, shares and retweets. It also includes
actions that are taken as a result of social
media posts, like downloading a document
from your website.

Video Views – Videos are a good method of
finding out if audiences are responding to
your strategy. Experiment with different
styles and lengths of videos to find out what
works best.

Objective: Establish Earned Authority
and Trust
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Tracking the Right Metrics3

Leads Generated – Use analytics to find out
how many people click social media link and
then provide their email address in landing
pages.

Audience Demographics – Find out all you
can about your customers. Where they are
from, what age they are, etc. It can all help to
refine your strategy.

Post Timing – Find out what days and times
attract the most views and engagement and
concentrate your posts on those times.

Objective – Reach New Potential
Customers



Revenue Generated – The metric that
everyone is most concerned with. How much
revenue is generated as a result of your social
media strategy?

Facebook/Twitter Ads – How your paid ads
perform. Look at how many clicks and the
engagement they get to see if changes may
improve them.

Conversions – These are sales that come as a
direct result of your social media strategy.

Objective – Increase Sales
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Tracking the Right Metrics3

Response to Queries – The time it takes to
respond to a query can have a big impact on
how people view your social media platform,
as can the quality of responses when
someone has a concern, issue or question.

Feedback – Keep track of any reviews of your
company or social media content, both
positive and negative. While tracking the
growth of your audience, also look out for
people unfollowing your social media
platforms.

Objective – Retain Current Customers



Zym.ai allows you to track your goals in detail,
pulling analytics from social media, email
campaigns, digital ads and so much more into
one central platform. No more logging in and
out of multiple platforms!

The tools you use to track your goals will vary
depending on your goals and which social
media platform you use. You can track
website actions, like downloads and signups,
in Google Analytics. While each social media
platform should have some form of analytics
to keep track of shares, follows, likes etc.

An all-in-one scalable solution like Zym.ai can
combine these stats into one area, making
them easier to understand and compare.

Follow these steps to help you calculate and
maximise your Social Media ROI:

It’s important to create an informed strategy
to generate Social Media ROI.

The more organised you are, the more
accurate your numbers will be. You can also
learn something from every campaign, fine-
tuning your metrics to become more and
more successful.

Select a few metrics that you think are the
most important for your business. Perhaps
tracking new followers, leads generated, or
time spent on an important webpage could
be a good place to start.

Determining the costs and tracking the right
social media metrics will provide the data to
measure ROI. Different businesses and
campaigns will have unique social media
conversion goals, but in all cases, you’ll want
customers to take a measurable action that
has a monetary value.
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Calculating ROI4

Step 1: Choose and Set Your Goals

The Six-Step Process of Calculating 
Social Media ROI

Step 2: Track Your Goals



Even earning natural backlinks as people link
your site to theirs has benefits. It mightnot
add up to a measurable value, but it can help
you figure out whether social media
marketing is helping your business.

During this stage, you collect information
about inbound traffic (web visits,
engagements etc) and figure out the
percentage of traffic that has converted. You
should also be aware of the indirect benefits
you get from social media that may not be
immediately apparent. For instance, getting
retweeted by an influencer may not result in
direct sales, but can be hugely beneficial by
exposing your brand to new people.

Also, compare the effectiveness of social
media to paid ads and work out how much
you spend on PPC to achieve the same level
of results. This can help you determine
reasonable targets for each goal.

Once you’ve chosen and tracked your goals,
it’s time to attach a value to each goal
conversion. Consider the lifetime value of a
customer and from there you can work out
how much each interaction is potentially
worth.
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Calculating ROI4

Step 3: Assign Value

Step 4: Measure Total Benefits By Channel



Consider, for example, that your Facebook
channel is found to have an ROI of 171%,
while Twitter and Instagram have negative
ROIs and are not performing. This allows you
to consider how to improve your strategy. Do
you drop the channels that are not
performing? Or do you take lessons from
Facebook posts and attempt to replicate
them for other channels?

At this point, you add up the cost of every
element of your social media strategy. This
includes the overall labour costs involved and
also the cost of any tools and services you use
for social media.

Don’t forget to add costs for any additional
social media services, for example promoting
Tweets, boosting Facebook posts, or the cost
of the prize for a social media competition.

You can now work out Social media ROI for
your business. The formula is:

Total Benefit - Total Cost = Social Media ROI 

This is then expressed as a percentage to
indicate how effective your overall strategy is,
or for specific campaigns or channels.

You will also learn what elements are the
most effective on each platform, which will
improve the performance of all of your posts.

Finally, you use the data you’ve gathered to
work out the ROI for each social media
channel by campaign or promotion. This
approach allows you to tweak your strategy
to focus on the most effective campaigns.
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Calculating ROI4

Step 5: Determine Total Costs and
Calculate ROI

Step 6: Analyse Results and Improve



5

Once you have your social media ROI
calculated and can see where improvements
may be made, it’s time to report your results
in a clear and easy-to-understand way.The
most effective way to do this is to begin with
the overall ROI and then delve into the detail
to see what is particularly successful or under
performing.

It’s also worth looking at how each channel is
performing and checking out specific
campaigns. It’s wise to gather information at
regular times, weekly or monthly. This will
allow you to follow your strategy as it grows
or under performs and lets you revisit
problem campaigns or times of particular
success.

There is always room to improve your Social
Media ROI. All activity on your social media
pages can impact your overall return, so
consider your overall online profile.Avoid
bombarding your followers with constant
sales messages and steer clear of
controversial topics that may cause people to
hit the unfollow button.

Getting creative with your posts is the best
plan for generating a good return. Try to
make some funny posts, add some images or
gifs and get involved with fun hashtags.

Don’t be afraid to interact with your
followers too. They can teach you some
things that can help you improve your
strategy.

Report Your Results
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Improving Your 
Strategy6
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Measuring your social media is key to
understand what is working and what’s not -
allowing you to shift gears and tactics to be
more effective. 

Social media ROI gives you small business
valuable insights into the success of current
and past campaigns - letting you learn for the
future. 

Tools like Zym.ai help you to save time, money
and effort by allowing you to manage all your
social media platforms in one place. You can
post, schedule and analyse all your channels
from one area - no more logging in and out
of multiple platforms!

Zym.ai has been built for small businesses -
exactly like yours. Not only that, but we have
a wealth of other tools that will help your
business grow, while growing alongside you. 

Start from as little as £5 per month, and scale
up and down according to the tools you need
on the go.

Visit zym.ai

Reach

Want to learn more?

Start FREE Trial

Conclusion
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